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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we study the spectrum of the Maxwell operator. In the
self-adjoint case it is well known that the spectrum consists of one
eigenvalue with infinite multiplicity in zero and other eigenvalues having
finite multiplicities. However, the spectrum of the nonself-adjoint operator
was not studied much though the nonself-adjoint perturbation rises from a
very common phenomena, namely, from the conductivity. In this work we
show that the Maxwell system with conductivity in a bounded domain has
quite a large essential spectrum: The essential spectrum contains an
 .interval or another nondiscrete set .
Let V be a C1, 1-smooth bounded connected domain in R3. We consider
the generalized Maxwell equations,
F0 i=H 1E E Es M x v q B x q , .  . /  /  / /  /yi=H 0 H H H F2 1 .
<n n E s 0,­ V
2 .3where n is the vector product, E g L V corresponds to the electric
2 .3field, H g L V to the magnetic field, v g C is the frequency, F and1
 .  .F are source terms and M s M x and B s B x are 6 = 6 matrices2
depending on x g V. In this article we consider the essential spectrum of
 .an operator related to Eq. 1 . The essential spectrum is defined as follows
 w x.  .see 4 : v g C belongs to the essential spectrum s A of a closede
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 .operator A in the space X if A y v: D A ª X is not a semi-Fredholm
 .operator. An operator A is semi-Fredholm, if its range R A is closed and
 .  .either its kernel Ker A is finite dimensional or its range R A has a finite
codimension. Obviously the essential spectrum is a subset of the spectrum.
We study two cases. In the first one we assume that M and B are of the
form,
« x 0 .Ä is x 0 .ÄM s , B s , 2 . / /0 m x . 0 0Ä
3=3 .  .  .  .  . <« x G cI, m x G cI, s x G 0 are C V, C -matrices, s x s 0,Ä Ä Ä Ä ­ V
c ) 0. In physics this assumption corresponds to anisotropic medium which
has no conductivity at the boundary. In addition, we study the case which
corresponds to the model of the bi-isotropic media with the generalization
that the matrix yiB can be full and is not necessarily positive. In this case,
« x I b x I .  . b x I b x I .  .3 3 11 3 12 3M s is positive, B s , / / b x I b x I .  .b x I m x I .  . 21 3 22 33 3
3 .
1 6=6 . <M, B are C V, C -matrices, b , b , b s 0, where I is the 3 = 3­ V12 21 3
identity matrix. The condition that M and B are diagonal at the boundary
means that there is no chirality at the boundary. The preceding notations
come from physics: « is permittivity, m is permeability, and b is chirality.
y1 .In physical examples, i b s s is conductivity, b , b , b s 0.11 12 21 22
 .  .In this work we assume that either assumption 2 or 3 is true. We note
 .that for the usual isotropic medium with b s 0, b s s x , and11
1 .b , b , b s 0 in V we demand only that « , m, s g C V , « , m G c ) 0,12 21 22
that is, at the boundary there are no restrictions. In the following we use
2 .6the Hilbert space X s L V with the inner product,
E x E xE E  .  .1 21 2, s M x ? dx , .H /  / /H H  /  /H x H x .  .V1 2 2 2X
and the operator,
L : D L ; X ª X , .0 0
0 i=HE E¬ /  / /H yi=H 0 H
 .  .  .defined in the domain D L s H =H = H =H where0 0
3 32 2H =H s E g L V = n E g L V , .  .  . 5
<H =H s E g H =H n n E s 0 4 .  . ­ V0
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are Sobolev spaces and n is the normal exterior vector of ­ V. The
y1  w xoperator L s M L is an unbounded self-adjoint operator in X see 6 ,0
.  .Section 8.2 . The space D L is a Hilbert space with the norm,
1r22t t2 2
2 3 2 35 5 5 5E, H s = n E q = n H q E, H . .  .L V . L V . XDL.  /
 .By using the previous notations, 1 can be written in the form,
L y My1B y v u s F , 4 .  .
where
F1E y1u s , F s M . /  /H F2
Our main result is the following:
 .  y1 .THEOREM 1.1. If M and B satisfy 2 then the spectrum s L y M B
y1 5 y1 5  .of L y M B lies in the strip 0 G Im v G y M B and if they satisfy 3 ,
 y1 . < < 5 y1 5s L y M B lies in the strip Im v F M B . Furthermore, in both cases
 y1 .the essential spectrum s L y M B of the Maxwell operator is the set,e
y1 y1<s yM B s v v is an eigen¨alue of yM x B x for some x g V . .  .  . 4
5 y1 5 y1In the foregoing theorem M B is the norm of the operator M B:
X ª X.
 .  .Remark 1. If in the anisotropic case 2 does not s x vanish at theÄ
 .boundary, the essential spectrum is still a subset of iR see Theorem 3.2 .y
 .  y1 .In case 3 , which is not generally physical, the set s yM B can be
for example as in Fig. 1. With the usual physical assumption iy1B G 0
 .  .FIG. 1. Spectrum in the physical case 2 , spectrum in the generalized case 3 .
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  ..which is true in case 2 we see that the essential spectrum is a set of
 .intervals on iR see Fig. 1 :y
y1 y1 .  .THEOREM 1.2. If i B x G 0 all for x g V, the set s yM B is a
finite union of inter¨ als on the negati¨ e imaginary axis iR . Particularly, if By
 y1 . w 5 y1 5 x¨anishes at the boundary, the set s yM B is the inter¨ al i y M B , 0 .
The nondiscrete essential spectrum exists even in the simplest physical
examples. For example, in an isotropic ball where « and m are constants
and s is a nonconstant continuous function the essential spectrum in-
cludes an interval. The earlier results have the following corollary.
 .  . y1THEOREM 1.3. If M and B satisfy 2 or 3 and if i B G 0 then the
 y1 .  y1 .spectrum s L y M B consists of s yM B and of eigen¨alues v j
ha¨ing finite multiplicities.
We note that Theorem 1.3 remains open the question whether there can
be a sequence of eigenvalues v having a limit point in the essentialjk w xspectrum. We also note that in the general case it follows from 4 , Section
 y1 .IV 5.6, that the components of C R s L y M B either belong to thee
spectrum or they contain only a discrete set of eigenvalues having finite
multiplicities.
2. NOTATIONS AND FUNCTION SPACES
 .We denote the x-centered disk with a radius r by B x, r and for
 . t 3 w xF s F , F where F , F g C we denote F s F . Furthermore, for a1 2 1 2 j j
5 5 n nmatrix A the norm A is the norm of the mapping A: C ª C and ifm
A is a symmetric nonnegative matrix, we write A G 0. By c we denote a
 .generic constant. To study 4 we use the Sobolev spaces,
31 2 2H V s f g L V =f g L V , .  .  . 5
1 1 <H V s f g H V f s 0 , .  . 4­ V0
3 32 2H = ? s E g L V = ? E g L V , .  .  . 5
<H = ? s E g H = ? n ? E s 0 , 4 .  . ­ V0
and by Div f we denote the surface divergence of a tangential vector
field f.
We define next the Riesz projections and the root vectors which are the
generalized eigenvectors. Let G be a smooth curve in the resolvent set of
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L y My1B. We define the Riesz projection corresponding to the path G
to be
y1 y1y1P s L y M B y l dl. .HG 2p i G
w xThe properties of the projection P can be found in 4 , Section III.6.G
Furthermore, the root vectors of the operator L y My1B corresponding to
the eigenvalue v are the vectors r satisfyingn
my1L y M B y v r s 0, .n
with some m. We say that an eigenvalue v is normal if the space R ofn
the root vectors is finite dimensional and there is an invariant subspace Y
such that X s Y [ R and that the restriction L y My1B y v : Y ª Yn
 .defined in Y l D L is invertible. In that case the dimension of the space
R is called the multiplicity of v . Particularly, if v is a normal eigen-n n
y1  .value, L y M B y v : D L ª X is a Fredholm operator.n
w xTherefore, as in 3 , Theorem 2.2, we see that a point v of the spectrum
of L y My1B is a normal eigenvalue if and only if v is an isolated point
of the spectrum and the Riesz projection P is finite dimensional when GG
encloses only v from the spectrum.
3. BOUNDS FOR THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM
We use the operator,
22N : D N ; X ª L V , .  .
E = ? 0 E¬ /  /  /H 0 = ? H
 .  .  .defined in the domain D N s H = ? = H = ? . The operator N has0
1 . <the property that for any functions a g C V, C , i, j s 1, 2, a s 0,­ Vi j 21
the commutator,
a I a Ia a a a11 3 12 311 12 11 12N , u [ N y N u ,a a a a /  / / /a I a I21 22 21 2221 3 22 3
 .which is defined in D N is a zeroth order operator, that is, it can be
2 .6 2 .2extended to a bounded operator L V ª L V .
Next we prove our claim that the spectrum of yMy1B is a union of
y1  .intervals if i B x G 0 for x g V.
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y1  .Proof of Theorem 1.2. If i B x G 0 for all x g V the operator
y1  y1 .yiM B is a nonnegative operator in the space X and thus s yM B
y1 .  .; iR . If the matrix yM x B x y v is invertible for every x g V, wey
see that the operator yMy1B y v is also invertible. Therefore the point
v can be in the spectrum of yMy1B only if v is an eigenvalue of the
 .y1  .matrix yM x B x for some x.
 .y1  .We assume next that v is an eigenvalue of the matrix yM x B x ,0 0
 .x g V and that a is the corresponding eigenvector. Because M x and0
 .B x depend continuously on x, there are V-neighborhoods A of x ,n 0
n g Z such thatq
y1 y1yM x B x y v a - n , .  . .
` . 5 5for x g A . If we choose functions f g C A , C , af s 1, we seeXn n 0 n n
that
y1lim yM B y v af s 0. .  .n X
nª`
Hence yMy1B y v is not bounded below and v is in the spectrum of
yMy1B. This shows that the spectrum of yMy1B is exactly the set of the
y1 .  .eigenvalues of the matrices yM x B x , x g V.
 .  .Because M x and B x depend continuously on x, the eigenvalues
 . y1 .  . v x , j s 1, . . . , 6 of yM x B x also depend continuously on x seej
w x .  .  .4 , Section II.5 and because v x g iR , we see that the images v Vj y j
of the eigenvalue functions are intervals I .j
 .Next, assume that B x vanishes at the boundary. Then all the eigen-
 .value functions v x vanish when x g ­ V and thus all the intervals Ij j
 y1 .contain the origin. Thus their union, the set s yM B , is one interval on
iR which includes the origin. By the general spectral theory for they
 y1 y1 . w 5 y1 5xself-adjoint operators, s i M B is a subset of 0, M B and the
5 y1 5endpoint M B of the interval has to be in the spectrum. Thus the
y1 y1w 5 5 xwhole interval i y M B , 0 is included in the spectrum of yM B.
In the rest of this section we generalize the results for the isotropic
w xMaxwell equations given in 5 , Theorem 4.7. The main idea is to deduce
from the Maxwell equations a Fredholm equation as was done originally in
w x  w x10 note that the claim of Proposition 3.1 in 10 is valid only for the
.frequencies away from the imaginary axis . In the following we use sets T
 y1 .  < 5 y1 54and S where T s s yM B and S s v 0 G Im v G y M B if M
y1 y1 . 5 5  < < < 5 54and B satisfy 2 and T s B 0, 2 M B and S s v Im v F M B .
 .if M and B satisfy 3 .
LEMMA 3.1. The spectrum of L y My1B is a subset of the strip S and the
spectrum has no accumulation points in the set C _ T.
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Proof. First we show that the spectrum lies in the strip. In both cases
< < 5 y1 5we see that if Im v ) M B then0
2y1 y1< < 5 5 5 5L y M B y v x , x G Im v y M B x , 5 . .  . . X0 0X
y1 y1  .from which it follows that L y M B y v is invertible. Because i B x0
y1 .  .G 0 for all x g V in case 2 , we see in the same way that s L y M B
is in the lower half plane. Hence we have proved in both cases that
 y1 .s L y M B ; S.
Let x be the solution of the equation,
L y My1B y v x s y , 6 .  .
for some y and v f T. By denoting
z s yy y My1B q v x , 7 .  .
we get
y1y1L M B q v y q z y z s 0, 8 .  .  .
 . w xand hence z g R L . By using 6 , Corollary 8.10, we see that the range
 .R L of L is a closed subspace of X. We denote by P: X ª X the
 .  .orthogonal projection on R L . Because L is self-adjoint, Ker P s
 . w x Ker L . Further, by 6 , Corollary 8.10 for the compact embedding of
 . 2 .6 w x w x. y1  .D L to L V , see 1 or 7 , there is a compact operator L : R L ªl
 . y1  . y1R L for which L Lx s Px for all x g D L . By applying L to bothl l
 .sides of 8 we get
y1 y1y1 y1 y1P M B q v z y L z s yP M B q v y. 9 .  .  .l
 y1 .y1  .  .Next we prove that P M B q v : R L ª R L is an isomorphism
 . < < 5 y1 5when v f T. First we study case 3 . Because P s P* and v ) 2 M B ,
 .we see for arbitrary z g R L that1
y1 y1y1 y1P M B q v z , z s M B q v z , z .  . /  /1 1 1 1X X
jy1` 5 51 M B2 25 5 5 5G z y zX X1 1 /< < < <v vjs1
5 5 2G c z , 10 .X1
 y1 .y1  .  .for some c ) 0. From this we see that P M B q v : R L ª R L is
 .  .  y1an isomorphism. Next we study case 2 . Let z g R L and z s M B1 2
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.y1 y1  .q v z . Because i B t is a symmetric matrix, we get1
y1y1P M B q v z , z . /1 1 X
y1y1s M M B q v z ? z .H 1 1
V
y1s Mz ? M B q v z .H 2 2
V
y1 y1s i i v M t z t ? z t y i B t z t ? z t dt. .  .  .  .  .  .H 2 2 2 2
V
y1 y1 .  .Because M t ) 0 and i B t G 0 we see that if i v f R there existsq
a g C, such that
y1 2y1 5 5Re a P M B q v z , z G c z . X /1 1 1 2X
5 5 2G c z ,X2 1
y1 y15 5with some c , c ) 0. If i v g R and Im v - y M B we get an1 2 q
 .  y1 .y1analogous result to 5 . From this it follows that P M B q v is an
5 y1 5isomorphism when v f iR or Im v - y M B . Because by Theorem 1.2
 .  y1 .y1this is equivalent in case 2 to v f T , we proved that P M B q v :
 .  .  .R L ª R L is an isomorphism for v f T also in case 2 . By applying
  y1 .y1 < .y1  .P M B q v to the both sides of 9 we see that for v f TR L.
 .Eq. 6 yields a Fredholm equation,
y1y1y1 y1A v z [ z y P M B q v L z .  .  .R L / l
y1y1 y1y1 y1s y P M B q v P M B q v y. 11 .  .  . .R L /
 .  .Because Ker P s Ker L , we have LP s L and thus by repeating the
 .  .previous arguments backward, we see that 11 is equivalent to 6 .
 .  .  .In the following we assume that v f T. If A v : R L ª R L is
invertible, the solution of the equation,
L y My1B y v x v s y 12 .  .  .
is unique and can be written in the form,
y1y1x v s y M B q v y q z v , .  .  . .
13 .y1y1 y1y1 y1 y1z v s yA v P M B q v P M B q v y. .  .  .  . .R L
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This shows that L y My1B y v is invertible. Next we prove the converse.
Assume that L y My1B y v is invertible. For any y there exists x g X
 .  y1such that 6 is true and therefore for any y there is z s yy y M B q
.  .  .v x such that 11 is true. Because the right-hand side of 11 achieves all
 .  .values in R L when y g X, we see that the operator A v is surjective.
y1  .Because L is compact, it follows from Fredholm's alternative that A vl
y1  .is invertible. Thus L y M B y v is invertible if and only if A v :
 .  . y1R L ª R L is invertible. For v f S the operator L y M B y v is0 0
 .invertible and because the mapping v ¬ A v is analytic in C R T , it
 .follows from the analytic Fredholm theory that the mapping A v is
invertible for v g C R T except when v is in some discrete set. Hence
y1the spectrum of L y M B is discrete in C R T.
Next we show that the eigenvalues are normal outside T.
THEOREM 3.2. In the set C R T the spectrum consists of normal eigen¨al-
 .ues. In case 2 this is true also if B does not ¨anish at the boundary and
w 5 y1 5 xT s i y M B , 0 .
Proof. We use the same notations as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. It
remains to show that outside T the points of the spectrum are eigenvalues
and have finite multiplicities. If v f T is in the spectrum of L y My1B,
 .the mapping A v is not invertible. By Fredholm's alternative, there exists
 .  .z / 0 such that A v z s 0. Because vector z is an eigenvector of A v0 0
 y1 .y1 y1if and only if x s M B q v z is an eigenvector of L y M B y v,
this yields that v is an eigenvalue. Further, because Ly1 is compact,l
  ..  y1 .y1Ker A v is finite dimensional. Because M B q v is an isomor-
y1  .phism between the kernels of L y M B y v and A v , we see that
 y1 .Ker L y M B y v is finite dimensional.
 y1 .Next we show that the eigenvalues in C R s yM B are normal. It is
 y1 .enough to show that if v is a point in s yM B and G encloses only vn n
from the spectrum then the Riesz projection P is finite dimensional. TheG
 .operator valued function v ¬ A v is analytic in C R T. Hence by ana-
w x  .lytic Fredholm theory 9 , Theorem VI.14 the operator A v has a mero-
 . morphic resolvent and thus from 13 it follows that the resolvent L y
y1 .y1M B y v is a meromorphic function of v at v . By a generaln
 w xrepresentation for the resolvent near an isolated eigenvalue see 4 ,
.formula III 6.32 , we have
` 1y1 jy1 y1L y M B y v s h v y L y M B y v P , .  .  . n Gj
v y v .js1 n
 .in some neighborhood of v where h v is analytic at v . Becausen n
 y1 .y1L y M B y v is meromorphic the foregoing series has to be finite.
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 y1 .MThus for some M we have L y M B y v P s 0. Because alwaysn G
 y1 .M  y1Ker L y M B y v ; P X, we see that P X s Ker L y M B yn G G
.M  y1v and all vectors in P X are root vectors. Because Ker L y M B yn G
.v is finite dimensional, we can also see that so is its inverse imagen
 y1 .2  y1 .MKer L y M B y v . By induction, P X s Ker L y M B y v isn G n
finite dimensional. Hence P X is finite dimensional and v is a normalG n
eigenvalue.
4. SHARP BOUNDS AND EXISTENCE OF THE
ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM
 .To get sharper results in case 3 than in the previous section, we apply
Hodge's decomposition.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Assume that M and B satisfy assumption 3 and v f
 y1 . 1 . 1 .s yM B . Then for any U g X there is G g H V and G g H V1 0 2
such that
=G1U y Mv q B g H = ? = H = ? . .  .  .0 /=G2
 .Furthermore, the mapping v ¬ G where G : U ¬ =G , =G can bev v 1 2
defined so that it is analytic.
Proof. Let
u y11 s Mv q B U. .u /2
w x  .By 2 , Chapter IX, formula 1.42, there exists a linear mapping u , u ¬1 2
 .G , G , A , A such that1 2 1 2
u s =G q A , u s =G q A ,1 1 1 2 2 2
= ? A s = ? A s 0,1 2
 .  . 1 . 1 .where A g H = ? , A g H = ? , G g H V , and G g H V . Since1 2 0 1 0 2
w x  .Mv q B, N is zeroth order operator see section 3 we see that
=G A1 1U y Mv q B s Mv q B g H = ? = H = ? . .  .  .  . /  /=G A2 2
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 .  .Because the matrices M x and B x are diagonal when x g ­ V, so is
Mv q B and we see that
A1 <n ? Mv q B s M x v q B x n ? A s 0. .  .  . . ­ V22 2 /A2 2 ­ V
From this the claim follows easily.
Next we show that the generalized bi-isotropic Maxwell equations can be
 y1 .elliptized when v f s yM B . This means that the Maxwell equations
 w x.are equivalent to a larger elliptic system of equations see 8 . To obtain
 .these equations, we substitute into 4 the representation u s ¨ q G MFv
 .where G MF g Ker L and we obtain an equivalent equation,v
ÄL y Mv y B ¨ s F [ I y Mv q B G MF g D N , .  .  . .0 v
14 .
t<n n E s 0, ¨ s E, H . .­ V
From this equation we deduce more equations and boundary conditions.
w xBy 1 ,
< <n ? = n E s yDiv n n E s 0, 15 .  .­ V ­ V
Äw x <  .  .and hence n ? L ¨ s 0 and L ¨ g D N . Because also F g D N ,­ V0 2 0
 .  .  . wthe equation 14 yields Mv q B ¨ g D N . Particularly, n ? Mv q
. xB ¨ s 0. Because Mv q B is a diagonal matrix at the boundary we2
<obtain a new boundary condition n ? H s 0.­ V
 .By using 14 and NL s 0 we get0
ÄyN Mv q B ¨ s NF . 16 .  .
Because Mv q B is invertible and diagonal at the boundary, we get a new
equation,
y1 ÄN¨ s K ¨ y Mv q B NF , .v
where
y1 w xK s y Mv q B N , Mv q B 17 .  .v
is a zeroth order operator.
The elliptization of the Maxwell equations means that we put the
preceding equations and boundary conditions together and we also add
new fields F and C which vanish identically. Rigorously, the foregoing
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 . tequations yield for V s C, E, H, F where C s F s 0,
y1 y1yi= ? E F E Äs yi Mv q B y iK q i Mv q B NF , .  .v /  /  /yi= ? H C H
18 .
i= n H yi=F E Äq s Mv q B q F , . /  /  /yi= n E yi=C H 19 .
< < <n n E s 0, F s 0, n ? H s 0.­ V ­ V ­ V
We call these equations the elliptized Maxwell equations. To study them
we use the operator,
T : D T ; Y ª Y , .
0 yi= ? 0 0C C
yi= 0 i=H 0E EV s ¬ ,
H 0 yi=H 0 yi= H 0  0 0
F F0 0 yi= ? 0
where
3 32 2 2 2Y s L V = L V = L V = L V , .  .  .  .
D T s H 1 V = H =H l H = ? .  .  .  . .0 0
= H =H l H = ? = H 1 V . .  .  . .0
w xBy 8 , formula 1.14, we see that the operator T is self-adjoint in the space
Y. Now the elliptized Maxwell equations can be written in the form,
ÄTV s A V q HF , 20 .v
8=8 .where A g C V, C is a matrix andv
H : D H ; X ª Y , D H s D N , .  .  .
tÄ Ä ÄF ¬ S , F , F , S , /1 1 2 2
t y1 Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .where S , S s i Mv q B NF and F s F , F . Because M and B1 2 1 2
are diagonal at the boundary, we see by using the Green's formula that
 .  .D T ; D H* where H*: Y ª X is the adjoint operator of H.
Next we show that the elliptized Maxwell equations are equivalent to the
original equations.
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Ä t .  .  .THEOREM 4.2. If F g H = ? = H = ? , V s C, E, H, F satisfies0
 .  y1 .  .  .20 and v f s yM B , then C s F s 0 and 14 is ¨alid for ¨ s E, H .
 .  .Proof. By applying N to both sides of 19 and using 20 we see that
yiDF E Äs N Mv q B q NF . . /  /yiDC H
 .  .By using the definition of K and 18 multiplied by Mv q B we getv
E FÄyN Mv q B s NF y . .  /  /H C
By combining the previous equations, we get
DF Fs i . /  /DC C
<  .  .Because F s 0, this yields F s 0. From 19 we see that =C g H = ?­ V
<and therefore we can take the n ? -trace of it. Because n ? H s 0,­ V
<n n E s 0, and Mv q B is diagonal at the boundary it follows from­ V
 .  .19 and 15 that
­ E Ä< <yi C s in ? = n E q n ? Mv q B q n ? F .­ V ­ V2 /H­ n 2
s 0.
Hence we see that C s 0 and that E and H satisfy the Maxwell equa-
tions.
w x  .By 6 , Theorem 9.8, T has a discrete spectrum and for k f s T the
 .y1  .operator T y k is compact. We see that 20 is equivalent to
y1 y1 ÄI y T y k A y k V s T y k HF . 21 .  .  .  . .v
 .Next we give a sharper bound for the essential spectrum in case 3 than in
Theorem 3.2.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. If the operators M and B satisfy the condition 2 or 3 ,
 y1 .  y1 .we ha¨e s L y M B ; s yM B .e
 .Proof. In case 2 the claim follows from Theorem 3.2. Next we study
 .  y1 .case 3 . Let v f s yM B . However, as seen before, the equations,
ty1L y M B y v u s F , u s u , u , F s C s 0 .  .1 2
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are equivalent to
tÄTU s A U q HF , U s F , U , U , C , .v 1 2
ÄF s I y Mv q B G MF , . .v
 .  .y1where U , U s u q G MF and F s C s 0. Because T y k is com-1 2 v
 .  .  y1pact for some k, we see from 21 that Ker T y A and Ker L y M Bv
.  .y1y v are finite dimensional. Because T y k is compact for some k,
 .the domain D T can be compactly embedded to Y and hence A y k:v
 .  .D T ª Y is compact. Because T y k: D T ª Y is invertible, we see
 .  .that T y A s T y k y A y k : D T ª Y is a Fredholm operator.v v
 .  U .Thus R T y A is closed and its orthocomplement Ker T y A is finitev v
 4  U .dimensional. When a , j s 1, . . . , N, a g Y, is the basis of Ker T y A ,j j v
 .the function G g Y belongs to the range R T y A if and only if itv
satisfies conditions,
G, a s 0, j s 1, . . . , N. .j Y
 .  .  y1We remind the reader that a g D T ; D H* . Thus F g R L y M Bj
Ä.  .y v , which is equivalent to HF g R T y A , if and only ifv
ÄHF , a s F , M* I y Mv q B G *H*a s 0, j s 1, . . . , N. . . . /j v j XY
 .   . .Earlier H*: G H* ; Y ª X, M*: X ª X, and I y Mv q B G *:v
X ª X are adjoint operators. Hence we see that the range of L y My1B
y v is closed and has a finite codimension. This shows that L y My1B y
v is a Fredholm operator and particularly a semi-Fredholm operator.
Now we can prove the main result.
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1.1. In Theorem 4.3 we proved in cases 2 and 3
 y1 .that the essential spectrum is a subset of the set s yM B . Hence it
 y1 .remains to show that the set s yM B belongs to the essential spec-
 y1 .trum. We assume the contrary, that there is v g s yM B such that
y1  . w xL y M B y v : D L ª X is a semi-Fredholm operator. By 4 , Theo-
rem IV 5.13, its adjoint is also semi-Fredholm and either L y My1B y v
 y1 .or L y M B y v *: X ª X has a finite-dimensional kernel. Because
y1 y1 .L y M B y v * s L y M B* y v is identical to the Maxwell opera-
 .tor when the sign of B is changed in case 2 , all the previous results can
be proven analogously. Hence it is enough to prove a contradiction with
 y1 .the assumption that Ker L y M B y v is finite dimensional because in
the other case the contradiction follows in an analogous way. Let D be0
 y1 .the orthogonal complement of Ker L y M B y v in the Hilbert space
 .D L . Then D has a finite codimension. Because the range of a semi-0
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Fredholm operator is closed by definition, we see by using the open
y1  y1mapping theorem that the operator L y M B y v : D ª R L y M B0
.y v is invertible and hence bounded below by some b ) 0.
We see as in Theorem 1.2 that there is a point x g V such that v is an0
y1 .  .  . 6 5 5eigenvalue of yM x B x and thus there is V s V , V g C , V0 0 1 2
 y1 .  . .  .s 1 such that yM x B x y v V s 0. We consider first case 2 .0 0
Because of the form of M and B they do not mix the electric and
.magnetic parts , we can assume that for the eigenvector either V s 0 or1
V s 0. We assume that the latter one is true.2
 .First we do some preliminary calculations. Let A s B x , r ; V be a1
 .  .ball, let R A be the space of those real-valued radial functions f x s
 < <. ` . 3c x y x which are in C A, R and ¨ , ¨ g R be such that V , ¨ , ¨1 0 2 3 1 2 3
 .   ..form an orthonormal basis. We define f x s df z x whered
t1
z x q t V q t ¨ q t ¨ s x q V q t ¨ q t ¨ , .1 1 1 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 3 3d
x xfor t , t , t g R and d g 0, 1 . We see that1 2 3
=f x s V ? =f z x V q d ¨ ? =f z x ¨ .  .  . .  . . .  .d 1 1 2 2
q d ¨ ? =f z x ¨ . . . .3 3
5   ..5 2and supp f ; A. Because f is radial and real valued, ¨ ? =f z x Ld
does not depend on the direction of ¨ , and thus an easy calculation shows
 . tthat for the function f s =f , 0 we haved d
5 5 5 52 3c f F ¨ ? =f z x F c f , 22 .  .  . .  .X XL R1 d 2 d
3 5 5where ¨ g C , ¨ s 1, and c , c ) 0 are independent of f, d , and ¨ .1 2
 y1 .  . .Let n be an arbitrary integer. Because yM x B x y v V s 00 0
 .  .and M x and B x are continuous functions, we can choose an open ball
 .A s B x , r ; V near the point x such thatn n 0
1
y1yM x B x y v V - ,6 .  . . C n
 .  .  . tfor every x g A . Then for any function f x g R A and f s =f , 0n n d d
an easy calculation shows that
2y1L y M B y v f . d X
2 2y15 5F M x M B x q v V V ? =f z x dx .  .  .  . . .H m 1
An
22 y1q d sup M y M B y q v .  .  .m m
ygAn
2 2
= ¨ ? =f z x q ¨ ? =f z x dx. .  . .  .H 2 3
A
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 .By using 22 we see that there is a d such that if d F d thenn n
c2 0 2y1 5 5L y M B y v f F f , . Xd dX n
where c is independent of n and f. We choose n to be so large that0
2c ny1 - b and define an infinite-dimensional vector space,0
t
Z s =f , 0 f g R A q i R A , .  . . 5n d n nn
in which L y My1B y v : Z ª X is bounded by 2c ny1. Furthermore,n 0
 .  .Z ; D L and the norms of the spaces X and D L coincide in Z . Thusn n
y1  y1 .the operator L y M B y v: Z l D ª L y M B y v Z is boundedn 0 n
below by b and above by 2c ny1 - b. This is possible only if Z l D s0 n 0
 4  .0 . Let Q be the orthogonal projection in D L whose kernel is D .0
Because Q is finite dimensional and Z is infinite dimensional, there is an
nonzero z g Z such that Qz s 0. Hence z g Z l D and the assump-n n 0
tion that D has finite codimension leads to a contradiction. Thus v g0
 y1 .s L y M B .e
 . y1Next we study case 3 . If yM B y v is not invertible, we can
 .  .interpret M x and B x as 2 = 2 matrices and we can assume that0 0
y1 .  .  . t 2M x B x q v has an eigenvector a , a g C . We choose A as0 0 1 2 n
` .   .  .. tbefore. For f g C A and f s a =f x , a =f x we have0 n 1 2
2y1L y M B y v f . X
2
a 21y1F c M x B x q v =f x dx .  .  . .H a / 22A C
c0 25 5F f ,Xn
  .  .. t <and by using a large n and the space Z s a =f x , a =f x f gn 1 2
` y1 .4  .C A we see as in the previous text that v g s L y M B .0 n e
Finally, we prove the corollary for the spectrum.
y1 Proof of Theorem 1.3. If i B G 0 then the complement of s L ye
y1 . y1M B is a connected set and because L y M B y v is invertible when
w xIm v is big enough, it follows from 4 , Section IV 5.6, that the deficiency
and the nullity of the operator L y My1B y v are zeros when v is not in
 y1 .a discrete set. Hence the spectrum outside s L y M B consists ofe
 y1 .  y1 .isolated points. Let v g s L y M B R s L y M B and let G be a0 e
curve which encloses only the point v from the spectrum. Then the0
operator L y My1B: P X ª P X is bounded and its spectrum is the setG G
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 4 w x y1v by 4 , Theorem III 6.17. Because L y M B y v is a Fredholm0 0
 .  .  .operator which maps P X ; D L to P X and 1 y P X l D L toG G G
 . y11 y P X, we see easily that L y M B y v : P X ª P X is Fred-G 0 G G
holm. Thus the only point v of the spectrum is not in the essential0
spectrum and the operator L y My1B: P X ª P X is a bounded opera-G G
w xtor which has no essential spectrum. By 4 , Theorem IV 5.33, its spectrum
consists of normal eigenvalues and particularly, P X is finite dimensional.G
 y1 .  y1 .Thus we see that an arbitrary point v g s L y M B R s L y M B0 e
y1is a normal eigenvalue of the operator L y M B.
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